
 

 

 

 Main Purpose  … .  
- To sequence story events 
- To outline sequential events or materials 
- To encourage translation of ideas from  
  print into a different mode of expression 

 
 Thinking Skills targeted .     

problem-posing / recalling / sequencing /  
summarizing 

 
 How to use.    

Gather information and place it in an  
order by time or by concept development.  
Pictures may be used, as in a comic strip. 

 
 Language Implications. 
     Consider the language implications of this 
     graphic organizer and identify the specific 
     structure(s) you want to target. Design a 
     language task that will require students to 
     further their language use. The language 
     implications for this particular graphic 
     organizer will vary, depending upon the 
     activity designed, and may include: 

• Sequencing words, such as first,  
second, then, finally (last), step one,  
two, three, etc. 

• Commands 
• present tense 
• past tense 
• future tense 



 

Additional Language Task:
In English or the target language, provide students with brief instructions for an additional language task. In the additional language task, students should use the information gathered in the graphic organizer to write a statement(s) (e.g., Beginning with “Because…,” write a complete sentence to summarize the information in the chart.)

Directions to fill in the graphic organizer:
In the target language, customize all the fields of this graphic organizer. Replace the English words provided with an appropriate equivalent in the target language. (e.g., who, what, where, why, when.)

Topic:
In English or the target language, identify the topic (content) of the lesson in which the graphic organizer is to be used. (e.g., Geographic Regions of Ecuador.)

Target Language Structure(s):
This section is for teacher planning only. Identify the specific grammatical structure(s) you want to target with the activity. Consider (1) the language implications of this graphic organizer, (2) the additional language task you create, and (3) the content-obligatory and content-compatible objectives of the corresponding lesson. (e.g., Because clauses and the simple past tense.)

Purpose:
In English or the target language, provide a brief description of the purpose for which the graphic organizer is to be used. (e.g., To summarize the main ideas of the reading.)

Directions to students:
In English or the target language, provide clear instructions for using the graphic organizer. (e.g., In pairs, scan the article provided to identify the main ideas. Jot down the main ideas in the corresponding space on the graphic organizer.) 
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